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ABSTRACT
Direct imaging (DI) surveys suggest that gas giants beyond 20 au are rare around FGK
stars. However, it is not clear what this means for the formation frequency of gravitational
instability (GI) protoplanets due to uncertainties in gap opening and migration efficiency. Here
we combine state-of-the-art calculations of homogeneous planet contraction with a population
synthesis code. We find DI constraints to be satisfied if protoplanet formation by GI occurs
in tens of per cent of systems if protoplanets ‘supermigrate’ to small separations. In contrast,
GI may occur in only a few per cent of systems if protoplanets remain stranded at wide orbits
because their migration is ‘quenched’ by efficient gap opening. We then use the frequency of
massive giants in radial velocity surveys inside 5 au to break this degeneracy – observations
recently showed that this population does not correlate with the host star metallicity and
is therefore suspected to have formed via GI followed by inward migration. We find that
only the supermigration scenario can sufficiently explain this population while simultaneously
satisfying the DI constraints and producing the right mass spectrum of planets inside 5 au. If
massive gas giants inside 5 au formed via GI, then our models imply that migration must be
efficient and that the formation of GI protoplanets occurs in at least tens of per cent of systems.
Key words: accretion, accretion discs – planets and satellites: composition – planets and
satellites: formation – planet–disc interactions – protoplanetary discs – brown dwarfs.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Two competing scenarios, core accretion (CA; Pollack et al. 1996;
Ida & Lin 2004a; Mordasini et al. 2012) and gravitational instability
(GI; Kuiper 1951; Boss 1997; Kratter & Lodato 2016), vie to explain
the formation of gas giant planets (for a review of advantages and
disadvantages of the theories see Helled et al. 2014). One promising
way of separating the two theories is by looking at correlations of the
occurrence rate of gas giants with the metallicity of their host stars.
CA predicts a strong positive correlation for the occurrence rate of
gas giants with host star metallicity since the chances of making
massive solid cores is greater in high-metallicity discs (Ida & Lin
2004b; Mordasini et al. 2009, 2012).
Different predictions were made for GI, and at the moment the
dependence on metallicity is unsolved. Several studies suggested
that planet contraction times are longer in higher metallicity
environments since dust opacities are higher. As planets migrate
closer to the star, they are disrupted by stellar tides (Boley et al.
 E-mail: rjh73@leicester.ac.uk
2010; Nayakshin 2010a) unless they contract to much higher den-
sities faster than they migrate. Therefore, fewer GI planets should
survive the rapid migration phase around high-metallicity hosts,
unless grain growth and settling, which could change the trend, is
considered (Helled & Bodenheimer 2011). Fischer & Valenti (2005)
established that the gas giant occurrence rate correlates positively
with host star metallicity, supporting the CA prediction. Mordasini
et al. (2012) predicted that brown dwarfs made by CA will follow a
yet stronger positive metallicity correlation. However, Troup et al.
(2016) found no significant metallicity correlation for brown dwarfs,
confirming earlier suggestions by Raghavan et al. (2010). Moe,
Kratter & Badenes (2019) in fact found that the fraction of close
stellar binaries anticorrelates with the host star metallicity. These
results indicate that there may be a critical mass of the secondary
below which the secondaries form primarily via CA, and by GI
above it. Recent observations further support these ideas. Santos
et al. (2017) found no strong metallicity correlation for planets
more massive than 4MJ and a break in the mass function of the
planets at around the same mass. The exact mass at which the
metallicity correlation reverses is currently disputed with values
ranging from 2 MJ (Maldonado et al. 2019), 4 MJ (Santos et al.
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2017; Narang et al. 2018), 10 MJ (Schlaufman 2018; Adibekyan
2019) to 25 MJ (Goda & Matsuo 2019) for G-type stars. This new
sample of observational work demands more thorough theoretical
studies of the GI planet formation model in order to understand the
origin of the transition mass and the possibility of overlap between
the CA and GI planet populations.
In the GI theory, initially massive circumstellar discs fragment
at distances of tens to hundreds of au on to self-gravitating
protoplanets within their first 104–105 yr of life (Rafikov 2005;
Rice, Lodato & Armitage 2005; Hall et al. 2019). These low-
density protoplanets migrate inwards due to tidal torques from
the disc (Tanaka, Takeuchi & Ward 2002). Depending on the
efficiency of gap opening, GI planets may either be stranded in
the outer disc or reach separations of less than 10 au within ∼104 yr
(Vorobyov & Basu 2006; Boley & Durisen 2010; Baruteau, Meru &
Paardekooper 2011). During this process they cool, contract, and
eventually collapse due to the dissociation of molecular hydrogen
to form high-density, post-collapse ‘hot start’ planets (Helled &
Bodenheimer 2010). However, if migration is rapid they may be
tidally disrupted before they can reach this collapse point (Boley
2009; Vorobyov 2012). After disruption, fragments release any
proto-cores and debris formed by grain growth and sedimentation
(Kuiper 1951; McCrea & Williams 1965; Boss 1997; Helled,
Podolak & Kovetz 2008; Nayakshin 2010b, 2011, 2018) back into
the disc (Nayakshin & Cha 2012).
Predicting the observational outcomes of GI is very difficult due
to a range of long-standing uncertainties in the model. These include
the likelihood of disc fragmentation and the properties of the disc
at that point (Gammie 2001; Rice et al. 2005; Kratter, Murray-
Clay & Youdin 2010; Kratter & Lodato 2016), gas accretion rates
on to the planets (Mercer & Stamatellos 2017; Nayakshin 2017),
gap-opening conditions for rapidly migrating planets (Malik et al.
2015; Mu¨ller, Helled & Mayer 2018), and the effects of heavy-
element accretion (e.g. planetesimals, pebbles) on to the planets
and core formation (Helled et al. 2008; Johansen & Lacerda 2010;
Humphries & Nayakshin 2018).
Direct Imaging (DI) observations imply that less than
∼2.1 per cent of FGK stars host gas giants or brown dwarfs (0.5–75
MJ) at radii of more than 20 au (Vigan et al. 2017), though there
are two different theoretical interpretations of this low occurrence
rate. The first is suggested by Vigan et al. (2017) and is based on
the population synthesis models of Forgan & Rice (2013) (FR13).
Planets in the FR13 model open gaps very efficiently and so are
typically stranded in the outer disc. Therefore planet formation via
GI in these models can only occur in a few per cent of systems in
order to satisfy the DI constraints.
The second interpretation of the low occurrence rate of planetary
mass objects on wide orbits relies on the fact that GI planet
migration simulations (Vorobyov & Basu 2006; Boley et al. 2010;
Machida, Inutsuka & Matsumoto 2010; Baruteau et al. 2011; Cha &
Nayakshin 2011; Michael et al. 2012) find that gap opening by
planets may be difficult for a variety of reasons (Malik et al.
2015). Nayakshin & Fletcher (2015)(NF15) argued that if gap
opening is inefficient then GI may occur multiple times in all
systems (see also Mu¨ller et al. 2018) since inefficient gap opening
allows planets to migrate to very small separations rapidly. This
scenario may satisfy the DI constraints for wide-orbit gas giants by
‘destroying’ such objects efficiently. In this picture, the majority
of planets are able to migrate to separations below 20 au and
are frequently tidally disrupted. They may also undergo runaway
gas accretion and become stellar mass companions, depending
on uncertainties in gas cooling rates within the Hill spheres of
these planets (Nayakshin & Cha 2013; Stamatellos 2015; Mercer &
Stamatellos 2017; Nayakshin 2017). After these processes are taken
into account, wide-orbit planetary mass companions are expected
to be rare, even if they were initially abundant. Furthermore, recent
infrared spectral observations and radial velocity (RV) analysis of
CI Tau b by Flagg et al. (2019) found that it is best modelled as a
‘hot start’ planet of 11.6 MJ with a period of 9.0 d. Since hot start
is typically associated with formation through GI, this adds further
weight to the idea that at least some of the sub 0.1 au massive giants
form through a combination of GI and efficient migration.
We name our two contrasting scenarios for the orbital evolution
of GI planets ‘quenched’ and ‘supermigration’ for clarity and
simplicity of reference. In this paper we seek to quantify these
two scenarios further and to test whether either of them can explain
planets more massive than ∼4MJ at separations less than 5 au while
still satisfying the constraints on wide-orbit gas giants.
In this paper we construct a simple population synthesis model
and attempt to reproduce these observational results. This allow
us to understand the relevant physical processes, as well as
their associated degeneracies. We have improved upon previous
population synthesis studies by coupling migration models with
high-resolution simulations of GI protoplanet contraction (Vazan &
Helled 2012). This allows us to investigate how frequently pre-
collapse GI protoplanets are tidally destroyed and therefore how
well each model can match to observational constraints on the gas
giant population. In this work we neglect both gas and heavy-
element accretion, core formation, and planet–planet scattering,
the processes that are expected to have a large impact on the
observational predictions of the GI model (Nayakshin 2016; Forgan
et al. 2018). Nevertheless, this paper represents another step in the
direction of a predictive GI population synthesis. We plan to extend
this work to include additional physical processes in the near future.
The structure of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 we
outline our population synthesis set-up and discuss our two extreme
migration models: quenched and supermigration. We also describe
our isolated calculations of protoplanet evolution and their inte-
gration into the synthesis model. In Section 3 we demonstrate that
modelling the pre-collapse protoplanet radius decreases the survival
chances for low-mass protoplanets and study how this changes for
different protoplanet metallicities. In Section 4 we investigate how
observational results constrain our two extreme migration models.
Finally, in Sections 5 and 6 we discuss some outstanding issues and
list the conclusions of our paper.
2 ME T H O D S
2.1 Outline of the population synthesis code
We employ a simple power-law model for the protoplanetary
disc that depletes its mass on an exponential time-scale. A GI
protoplanet is injected into the disc at t = 0 at a wide separation.
Analytic prescriptions are then used to track the planetary migration
and determine when it will open a gap in the disc. This disc–
planet interaction model is combined with pre-computed models of
protoplanet evolution and internal structure (Vazan & Helled 2012)
to predict whether the GI protoplanet will be tidally disrupted while
in its extended phase or survive by collapsing to form a much denser
post-collapse gas giant planet. We focus on how the survival chances
of the protoplanets depend on their mass and metallicity, which we
assume equal to the host star and disc metallicity. Since some of
the parameters of the problem vary between the observed systems,
for each disc we independently pick each parameter from within
MNRAS 488, 4873–4889 (2019)
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Table 1. The default values for our initial disc population. Mdisc/M∗ is the
initial disc to stellar mass ratio; M∗ is the stellar mass; Rin and Rout are the
inner and outer radii of the disc; A0 is the starting position of the protoplanet
as a fraction of Rout; tdisp is the dispersal time of the disc and α is the
dimensionless disc viscosity.
Parameter Minimum Maximum Distribution
Mdisc/M∗ 0.1 0.3 linear
M∗[M] 1.0 – –
Rin [au] 0.01 – –
Rout [au] 80 300 linear
A0 0.5 1.0 linear
tdisp [yr] 3 × 105 3 × 106 log
α0 0.005 – –
the ranges shown in Table 1. This is discussed in more detail in the
following section.
2.2 The disc treatment
We consider a disc with a power-law surface density profile  ∝ R−1
with inner and outer radii Rin and Rout. In all cases we set the
initial stellar mass (M∗) to be the solar mass (1M) and the disc
mass, Mdisc, with the ratio Mdisc/M∗. The total disc mass is evolved
according to the disc dispersal time-scale tdisp such that Mdisc(t) =
M0exp (−t/tdisp). The stellar mass is increased by this same value
such that the total system mass remains constant. The disc is heated
by irradiation from the central star which sets a radially dependent
temperature of T(R) = 20 K (100 au/R)1/2. We use an ideal equation
of state with γ = 5/3 in order to calculate the H/R ratio of the disc
using the thin-disc approximation H/R = cs/vK, where cs and vK are
the isothermal sound speed and the Keplerian velocity, respectively.
The disc viscosity parameter α is the sum of the fixed parameter
α0 and a self-gravitational component, as discussed in Section 2.4
below. We position a single, embedded GI protoplanet at a location
A0Rout within the disc to represent its birth location, with A0 ≤
1 (see Table 1). The system is then evolved following the set of
equations detailed in the following sections and the final location
of the planet is recorded in order to characterize the outcome of the
planet formation process.
2.3 Migration prescriptions
Planets initially experience type I migration in which they are
driven towards the star by the imbalance of torques from the
surrounding disc. Analytic formulas for type I migration time-scales
were derived by Tanaka et al. (2002) for two- and three-dimensional
isothermal cases,
tmigI = Cmig
K
M2∗
MPMd
(
H
R
)2
, (1)
where R is the location of the planet and Md = πR2 is the ‘local
disc mass’ (which is different from the total disc mass Mdisc).
An alternative prescription outlined in Baruteau et al. (2011) is
identical, save for a numerical pre-factor. The magnitudes of the
pre-factor Cmig for a disc surface density profile of  ∝ R−1 are 0.8
and 0.4 for Tanaka et al. (2002) in 3D and 2D, and 0.2 for Baruteau
et al. (2011). We choose the Tanaka et al. (2002) 3D pre-factor of
0.8 since it was found to be a good fit in previous 3D simulations
(Humphries & Nayakshin 2018; Fletcher et al. 2019). Additionally,
we do not allow the migration time-scale to be shorter than the local
orbital time-scale.
After satisfying the conditions for gap opening (See Section 2.4),
planets continue to migrate on the viscous time-scale of the disc in
the type II regime.
tmigII = 1
αK
(
R
H
)2 (
1 + MP
Md
)
. (2)
There is some uncertainty in this prescription since it does not
account for material flowing through the gap and past the planet
(Duffell et al. 2014; Du¨rmann & Kley 2017). We use it for now in or-
der to remain consistent with previous GI population synthesis work
(FR13, NF15; Mu¨ller et al. 2018), but see Kanagawa, Tanaka &
Szuszkiewicz (2018) for an alternative approach.1 Additionally,
uncertainties in the type II migration rate are effectively degenerate
with uncertainties in the viscous disc α and the efficiency of gap
opening. To account for these uncertainties we have chosen to use
two extreme migration models which encompass a broad range of
possible migration outcomes.
2.4 Gap-opening criteria
The transition between type I and type II migration for giant planets
in the outer parts of massive self-gravitating discs is still uncertain,
what follows is a brief overview of the topic. Lin, Papaloizou &
Kley (1993) defined a thermal pressure stability criterion, in which
planets open a gap instantaneously if the condition MP > 2M∗(H/R)3
is satisfied. Crida, Morbidelli & Masset (2006) later extended this
to include a viscous torque criterion for non-migrating planets in
which gaps open if
CP = 3H4RH + 50α
(
H
R
)2
M∗
MP
< 1, (3)
where RH = R(MP/3M∗)1/3 is the Hill sphere of the planet. These
criteria were developed for stationary planets, yet in reality a rapidly
migrating planet may have no time to open a gap before it has
migrated across the gap width (Malik et al. 2015). Additionally, self-
gravitating discs have higher levels of turbulence which suggests
that their α value should be increased at early times (Rice et al.
2005). These two factors complicate the gap-opening process for
rapidly migrating planets in self-gravitating discs and act to make
gap opening less efficient.
In this work we compare two extreme models for efficient and
inefficient gap opening which we name ‘quenched’ and ‘supermi-
gration’. Efficient gap opening leads to quenched migration, planets
quickly open gaps and are stranded in the outer disc. We model this
by using the Crida gap-opening prescription with a fixed value of
α = α0 = 0.005. For this relatively small value of α, the second
(viscous) term in equation (3) is negligible for the parameter space
appropriate to our models, and thus the gap-opening behaviour is
comparable to that observed in FR13.2
On the other hand, if gravito-turbulence is significant, it is much
harder for planets to open gaps. We model this behaviour by
following NF15 and modifying α with a self-gravity component
such that
α = α0 + αSG Q
2
0
Q2 + Q20
, (4)
1our limited tests of the Kanagawa et al. (2018) migration formulation found
that it was a poor fit when compared to rapidly migrating massive gas giants
from our previous SPH simulations (Fletcher et al. 2019).
2The FR13 study simply used the pressure stability gap-opening criterion.
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Figure 1. Example migration tracks for our quenched and supermigration models. In quenched migration, gap opening is efficient and so planets often stall
at wide orbits. If gap opening is less efficient, supermigration allows planets to migrate to very small separations on short time-scales. In both cases the initial
type I migration is very rapid due to torques from the massive self-gravitating disc.
where Q is
Q = csK
πG
(5)
the Toomre (1964) parameter, with Q0 = 1.4 being the Q below
which the disc fragments (Boley et al. 2010). Equation (4) encap-
sulates an empirical prescription in which the maximum value of
the GI-driven turbulent viscosity parameter is αsg, and at Q = Q0
we have α = αsg/2 = 0.06, consistent with simulations by Rice
et al. (2005). As the disc becomes less self-gravitating (Q increases
above Q0), self-gravitational turbulence dies away. The prescription
in equation (4) increases α when the disc is self-gravitating and
therefore delays the onset of gap opening due to the appearance
of α in equation (3). We term this model supermigration since
inefficient gap opening allows planets to migrate rapidly from wide
orbits down to the inner disc.
2.5 Example point-mass planet migration tracks
In this section we assume that the planets are point masses so
that they cannot be tidally disrupted. This is done to illustrate
the difference in the migration paths of planets in the two ex-
treme migration regimes. Fig. 1 shows the difference between
the quenched and supermigration scenarios for 1, 3, 5, and 7 MJ
planets in a disc of initial mass Mdisc = 0.2 M. The left-hand
panel shows the quenched migration model; these planets open
gaps efficiently and so are mostly left stranded in the outer disc,
except for the lowest mass planet. In contrast, gap opening is
inefficient for the supermigration models, and so these planets
typically migrate to very small separations. For both models, more
massive planets initially migrate faster since type I migration
depends linearly on the planet mass. However, massive planets
are more likely to open gaps and so they transition into the slower
type II migration regime sooner. This means that massive planets
are generally left stranded at wider orbits than their lower mass
cousins.
The difference between these two models has led to two different
interpretations of the Vigan et al. (2017) constraint. In the quenched
migration model, GI occurs only in 1–10 per cent of systems since
the total number of planets stranded at large radii must be small. In
contrast, with supermigration GI may happen multiple times in each
system. Since gaps open less often, only a relatively small fraction
of all planets are actually left in the outer disc, the others rapidly
migrate to the inner disc.
2.6 Thermal evolution of isolated protoplanets
Protoplanets born through GI are initially cold, extended objects
with radii ∼1 au (Helled, Podolak & Kovetz 2006; Helled et al.
2008). After a period of contraction, the increasing temperature
in their centres causes molecular hydrogen to disassociate and
they undergo collapse to a second core state (Bodenheimer 1974),
becoming high-density planets with radii of a few RJ ∼ 10−3 au. The
post-collapse configuration is therefore much more stable against
tidal disruption.
In this paper the protoplanet’s evolution is modelled by a 1D
planetary evolution code that solves the standard stellar structure
and evolution equations (Helled et al. 2006, 2008; Vazan & Helled
2012; Vazan et al. 2013, 2015). The code calculates the evolutionary
tracks of the protoplanet contraction and collapse, on a fully implicit,
adaptive grid numerical scheme. The protoplanet is assumed to
consist of hydrogen and helium with a protosolar ratio, using
the equation of state of Saumon, Chabrier & van Horn (1995).
During the cooling and contraction of the protoplanet, heat is
transported by convection, conduction, or radiation, depending on
the local conditions at each time. In radiative regions the opacity
is calculated from the Pollack, McKay & Christofferson (1985)
interstellar medium opacity table, which is based on the size
distribution relevant for interstellar grains. Since the opacity is of
great importance for the protoplanet’s cooling, we also consider
cases with high and low opacity. For simplicity, we neglect effects
of grain growth and settling, which could modify the contraction
time-scales (Helled & Bodenheimer 2011). The initial model of the
protoplanet is derived assuming an adiabatic internal structure.
The dynamical collapse of a protoplanet occurs when molecular
hydrogen dissociates. As a result, the planetary structure becomes
dynamically unstable, i.e.
∫ M
0 (γ − 4/3)p dV < 0, where γ =
∂ln p(ρ, s, X)/∂ln ρ is the adiabatic index. During the collapse a
dynamic (rapid) change is expected, and we use a special routine
which yields the outcome of the rapid phase, by making use of
the quasi-dynamic algorithm (Rakavy, Shaviv & Zinamon 1967;
Kovetz, Yaron & Prialnik 2009), then the post-collapse hydrostatic
configuration is found. Fig. 2 shows the evolution of several of
the key outcomes from the evolution models. Generally, the central
temperature and density increase as protoplanets cool and collapse,
leading to a decrease in the radius and luminosity.3
3The luminosity decrease is an outcome of the radius decrease during the
contraction phase; the luminosity does increase substantially after dynamical
collapse.
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Figure 2. Evolution of pre-collapse gaseous planets, calculated in isolation
for 1, 3, 5, and 7 MJ planets. From top to bottom: Panel 1: central temperature
[K]; panel 2: central density [g cm−3]; panel 3: protoplanet radius [au]; panel
4: protoplanet luminosity [L]. Notice that the time-scale for collapse is
considerably shorter for higher mass planets.
These calculations were performed for three values of metallicity
for the planets, [M/H] = −0.3, 0, and 0.3. We make the simplest
assumption here that the planet opacity is directly proportional to the
metallicity of the planet, and that the latter is equal to the metallicity
of the host star. This is clearly an oversimplification as the opacity
can actually decrease with increasing metallicity due to grain growth
and settling as discussed in Helled & Bodenheimer (2011). Fig. 3
shows the collapse times and initial radii for our complete suite
of isolated planet calculations. More massive planets typically
collapse faster. As expected, when assuming that opacity scales with
metallicity, the more opaque (higher metallicity, [M/H]) planets cool
and collapse on longer time-scales (Helled & Bodenheimer 2010).
2.7 Disc irradiation of protoplanets
Fig. 2 shows the evolution of each pre-collapse protoplanet in
isolation. In reality, irradiation by an external radiation field can
delay the protoplanet’s contraction, since the outgoing luminosity
is the internal planet luminosity minus luminosity incident on to the
planet. A planet embedded in a disc is essentially ‘younger’ than it
would be in isolation.
Our isolated planets evolve according to equation
dE
dt
= −L0(t), (6)
where E(t) and L0(t) are the total energy and radiative luminosity
of the planet, respectively. A planet immersed into the disc with
mid-plane temperature Tmid cools according to
dE
dτ
= −L = −L0(t) + 4πR2pσBT 4mid, (7)
Figure 3. Protoplanet collapse time and initial radii as a function of initial
planet mass. More massive protoplanets cool and collapse faster due to their
higher luminosities. We also show the results for different metallicities;
protoplanets with a higher metallic composition are more opaque and
therefore cool and collapse slower.
where Rp is the current radius of the planet. Note we introduced
delayed time τ . Dividing equation (6) by equation (7) we get,
dτ
dt
= L
L0
= 1 − 4πR
2
pσBT
4
mid
L0
. (8)
This equation is integrated to find the function τ (t). The property
X(t) of the planet at any time t is then given by
X(τ ) = X [(τ (t))] . (9)
This treatment is approximate since in reality the outer layers of
an irradiated planet adjust to the irradiation it receives, so the planet
is expected to have somewhat different temperature and density
profiles (Vazan & Helled 2012). However, our simple approach
allows us to adjust the planetary conditions to the changes in the
disc temperature, Tmid, during planet migration, and therefore take
the ‘thermal bath’ effects of the disc on to the planet approximately
(Cameron, Decampli & Bodenheimer 1982; Vazan & Helled 2012).
2.8 Tidal disruption of planets
The exact way in which planets loose mass when they come close
to filling their Roche radius RH depends on many factors, such as
their equation of state, their spin, and the temperature profile in the
outer envelope of the planet (see Ritter 1988, for the case of mass
transfer in stellar binaries). For simplicity, in this paper the planets
are assumed to be completely disrupted once their radius exceeds
the disruption radius,
Rdisr = 23RH. (10)
The motivation for this comes from the fact that molecular-
hydrogen-dominated planets have an adiabatic index γ ≈ 7/5 in
a broad range of parameter space. Polytropic spheres with such
γ migrating through the protoplanetary disc were shown to be
unstable to mass-loss via Roche lobe overflow: once they start to
loose mass, their radius expands whereas Rdisr contracts, which leads
to a runaway – a nearly dynamical disruption (Nayakshin & Lodato
2012).
MNRAS 488, 4873–4889 (2019)
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Figure 4. Example planet evolution with migration and tidal disruption included for protoplanets of different masses. Top panel: Migration tracks. Those that
end abruptly show the planets that were tidally disrupted. The dotted lines represent the evolution of post-collapse planets that survived disruption. Middle
panel: Fragment radius (solid), 2/3 Hill sphere (dashed). When these lines meet the fragment is disrupted. After collapse, GI planets typically have radii of
∼2RJ. Bottom panel: α parameter at the location of the planet (αP). Due to a gravito-turbulence-enhanced α, supermigrating planets avoid stalling due to gap
opening for much longer than planets in the quenched migration regime.
The assumption of a complete planet disruption breaks down if a
core builds inside the protoplanet (Helled & Schubert 2008; Helled
et al. 2008; Nayakshin 2011), or if pebble accretion builds an inner
metal-rich ‘fuzzy core’ (Nayakshin 2018). In this case a partial
disruption of the gaseous envelope is possible but since we neglect
planetesimal/pebble accretion and core formation in this paper we
leave these effects for a future study.
3 TH E M I G R AT I O N A N D D I S RU P T I O N MO D E L
3.1 Planet evolutionary paths
We now combine planet contraction and migration in one code
to calculate the evolution of GI clumps from their birth to the
disc dissipation. The top panel of Fig. 4 shows the migration
tracks of the 1, 3, 5, and 7 MJ planets for the same initial
conditions as in Fig. 1 for both the quenched and the supermigration
models. In Fig. 4 planet tracks end prematurely if the planet is
tidally destroyed. If planets survive tidal disruption by collaps-
ing into the second very dense configuration (see Section 2.6),
then we switch from solid to dotted curves. These planets may
survive to the present day (unless they migrate all the way into
the star).
We find that planets in the supermigration case are much more
likely to be tidally disrupted since their migration time is frequently
shorter than their collapse time. The middle panel in Fig. 4 shows
the planetary radius (solid) and the disruption radius Rdisr (dashed,
equation 10); when these two curves meet the planets are tidally
disrupted. In general, if protoplanets manage to open gaps while in
the outer disc then they survive. Planets come much closer to filling
their disruption radius in the supermigration case.
The bottom panel of Fig. 4 shows the disc α parameter at the
location of the planet. In the supermigration scenario the disc
viscosity is much larger due to the addition of the gravito-turbulence
term αsg. This larger viscosity is the reason why the planets in
this case migrate much closer in to the star than in the quenched
migration case.
3.2 A grid of models
To explore how these effects impact a population of planets in
different discs, we repeat the experiments from Fig. 4 for 1000
discs with parameters randomly chosen from the ranges shown
in Table 1. Given the paucity of observational constraints for
young discs and the absence of better solutions, we choose each
parameter independently from the others. We also repeat these
same experiments for point-mass planets (that cannot be tidally
disrupted) to emphasize the importance of the detailed modelling
of planet radius evolution.
Fig. 5 shows the outcome of these experiments for the four
planetary masses. The four bins along the horizontal axis show
the percentage of planets that were tidally disrupted, migrated to a
separation inside 5 au (including those that reached the disc inner
boundary Rin), and stalled between 5–20 or 20–300 au. The outlined
bars show the results for point-mass planets whereas the filled-in
bars show the full model with tidal disruptions included.
Let us first focus on the simpler point-mass planet case (no tidal
disruptions). As expected, we find that planets are much more likely
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Figure 5. The separation distribution of the final population of planets for the quenched and supermigration scenarios. The filled-in histograms show full
models that include migration and tidal disruptions, whereas the outline histograms neglect tidal disruptions, assuming point-mass planets. The disrupted bin
shows the tidally disrupted planets (RP > 2/3RH) while planets that reached Rin are counted in the 0–5 au bin. The disc parameters are chosen from the
ranges given in Table 1. Modelling the planetary radius allows us to simulate tidal disruption events, planets are more likely to be tidally disrupted in the
supermigration model.
to remain at wide orbits in the quenched migration model. As much
as ∼30–70 per cent of planets remain beyond 20 au in this model,
except for MP = 1MJ planets which tend to migrate very close to
the star. In contrast, for supermigration we find only a per cent level
occurrence rates for planets in the 20–300 au bin. Most of these
planets (∼80–100 per cent) end up migrating to separations closer
than 20 au. The trends seen in Fig. 5 with planet mass are also as
expected. Jupiter mass planets tend to be too low mass to open gaps
in the outer disc and typically migrate inside 5 au. Higher mass
planets, on the other hand, are more likely to be left in the outer disc
due to their increased chance of gap opening.
Shifting our focus to the more self-consistent calculations, we
see that tidal disruptions destroy all of the 1MJ planets in both
quenched and supermigration cases. Three MJ planets are also likely
to be disrupted in the supermigration model, but remain safe under
quenched migration along with the 5 and 7 MJ planets. Due to their
shorter collapse time-scales, more massive protoplanets are more
likely to reach their post-collapse phase before they can be tidally
disrupted. The ensuing tidal disruption occurs at ∼10–20 au, since
this is the radius at which pre-collapse protoplanets typically fill
their Hill radii. This explains why the effect is most significant in
the 0–5 au bin. Additionally, heating from the thermal bath acts
to delay the collapse of protoplanets and leads to an even higher
chance of tidal disruption, in agreement with results of Vazan &
Helled (2012).
3.3 The importance of gap opening
We now study this preferential tidal disruption of low-mass pro-
toplanets by comparing their collapse time-scales and migration
histories. We present the point-mass planet migration experiments
described in Section 3.2 for a wider selection of planetary masses,
i.e. MP = 0.5, 1, 2, 3, ...12 MJ. Point-mass planets cannot be tidally
disrupted, but these experiments allow us to measure their migration
times. As we found that tidal disruption of planets in the self-
consistent planet contraction models typically takes place at around
10–20 au we define the planet migration time as the time it takes
the planet to migrate to 20 au. If the planet never reaches 20 au then
we set the migration time to the maximum disc lifetime of 107 yr.
Fig. 6 shows these migration times as a function of planet mass
for the quenched (left) and the supermigration (right) models. Each
cyan line represents a single set of initial disc conditions, for each
disc we measured the t20 au migration time for every planet mass. The
collapse time-scale as a function of planet mass at solar metallicity,
[M/H] = 0, is plotted with a dashed yellow line.
The lower sweep of the cyan tracks represents planets that
reached 20 au during type I migration. At some point, the tracks
abruptly transition to the upper part of the plot which corresponds
to gap opening and much slower type II migration. We see that the
type I migration times are always below the yellow curve. These
protoplanets would be tidally disrupted if they were not point masses
because they have not yet collapsed. The planets on the upper part
of the tracks are above the yellow curve; these planets are able to
safely cool, collapse, and form post-collapse gas giants.
The point at which tracks jump from the lower to upper branch
indicates the gap opening mass for the corresponding disc. We see
that under quenched migration only the 1 MJ mass planets reach 20
au in the type I regime. More massive planets open gaps and take
106 yr or more to reach 20 au and can therefore survive. A much
larger fraction of the supermigration planets reach 20 au within 105
yr since they are less likely to open gaps. Their migration time-
scales remain short compared to their collapse time-scales and so
they are frequently tidally destroyed.
We can see by comparing the lower cyan tracks with the yellow
collapse time curve in Fig. 6 that type I migration is always faster
than the collapse time-scale. However, if a protoplanet is able to
open a gap in the outer disc then it slows down and has plenty of time
to reach the post-collapse phase. This means that GI protoplanets
can only survive if they are able to open a gap in the disc beyond ∼20
au. Due to equation (3), more massive planets are more likely to open
gaps and therefore are more likely to survive. Equally, gap opening
is easier in the quenched migration model and so these planets
are safer from tidal disruption. These results neatly explain the
bias towards the survival of more massive planets in the quenched
migration model seen in Fig. 5. We find gap-opening masses of
2 MJ and 3 MJ for the quenched and supermigration models,
though these values are dependent on the selected parameters for the
initial disc.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6. The time taken by planets of different mass to migrate to 20 au (cyan tracks) for the quenched (left) and the supermigration (right) models, compared
with the cooling and collapse time scale tKH (yellow dashed line). The different lines represent 100 different initial discs (see Section 3 for detail). The migration
time increases for planets that open gaps, allowing protoplanets to collapse before they can be tidally disrupted. Planets for which t20 au > tKH tend to survive
after disc dissipation.
(a) (b)
Figure 7. Survival percentage as a function of planet mass for the quenched and supermigration models. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines represent the
survival percentage in bins of 0–5, 5–20, and 20–100 au for a given planet mass. The cyan, yellow, and orange lines correspond to cases for low, solar, and high
opacity. There are big differences in the survival trends for planet mass and metallicity between the two models: we see no correlation for quenched migration
models compared to an anticorrelation in the supermigration case.
3.4 Dependence on host star metallicity
The metallic composition of protoplanets alters their collapse time-
scale. Fragments with higher metallicity are more opaque and
therefore cool and collapse slower, while the opposite is true for
low-metallicity fragments (Helled & Bodenheimer 2011). This,
however, is true only if grain growth and settling are neglected.
Fig. 7 plots the survival percentage of planets as a function
of planet mass and metallicity, assuming that opacity scales with
metallicity, for both the quenched and supermigration cases. We
ran 1000 discs for each planet mass at each metallicity, with disc
parameters randomly sampled from the ranges shown in Table 1.
The solid, dashed, and dotted lines show planets surviving in 0–
5, 5–20, and 20–300 au bins after disc dissipation. We binned the
results in this way in order to compare with the RV/transit and DI
surveys below.
In the quenched migration case we see that planets with masses
greater than 4 MJ are much more likely to survive in the 20–300 au
bin compared to the 0–5 bin. As we have already seen, quenched
migration tends to strand gap-opening planets at wide orbits.
Additionally, in the quenched migration model there is almost no
dependence of the survival percentage of protoplanets on the host
star metallicity. Most of the quenched migration protoplanets open
gaps and so will have collapsed before they can be tidally disrupted.
In this case the differences in the collapse time-scale due to planet
metallicity (i.e. Fig. 3) are too small to affect the results.
The trends are very different for the supermigration case. We see
that planets are much more likely to survive at small separations
due to the reduced efficiency of gap opening. We also see a stronger
metallicty dependence for the protoplanets surviving in the 0–5 au
bin. For instance, at MP = 5MJ we see that [M/H] =−0.3 planets are
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more than four times as likely to survive than [M/H] = 0.3 planets.
These results corroborate and quantify the predictions made by
Helled & Bodenheimer (2011), but we have now seen that [M/H] is
important only if the planet migration time-scale is comparable to
the contraction time.
There is some evidence that giant planet occurrence frequency is
independent of metallicity above MP = 4MJ (Santos et al. 2017),
but there is no observational evidence to support such a strong
anticorrelation. We elaborate more on this point in the discussion
section.
4 M ODELS C OMPARED TO O BSERVATIONS
4.1 Synthetic planets
In order to compare our models with observations we ran 10 000
simulations for each planet mass [0.5, 1, 2, ..., 12 MJ] in discs
with parameters randomly chosen from the ranges in Table 1.4
This corresponds to an initial planet mass function N (MP) ∝ M0P
(we later consider a N (MP) ∝ M−1.3P case in Section 4.3 and
Appendix A). We show the final mass-separation distribution of
planets that survive the migration and disc dissipation phase for the
quenched and supermigration scenarios in Fig. 8.
For comparison, we have also plotted as cyan dots the planets
from exoplanets.org for systems with stars in the mass range 0.7–
1.4 M.5 The dark purple contour at 80–300 au marks the starting
location of our initial planet population. The orange–red colour
maps show the percentage of the initial planet population that
survive disc dissipation in a given separation and mass bin of the
diagram. The dashed cyan lines represent the 0.5, 5, and 50 per cent
completeness limits of the NaCo-LP DI survey presented in Vigan
et al. (2017). The histograms above and to the right of the main
plot show the separation and the mass distributions of the planets,
respectively. The dark purple and orange lines correspond to the
initial and final populations of the synthetic planets.
First consider upper panel of Fig. 8 for the quenched migration
case. We see that the efficient gap-opening prescription has left
many gas giants stranded at wide orbits beyond 50 au. Only a few
planets seem to reach the inner disc. The large fraction of planets
left at tens of au is contradicted by the DI results showing that
wide-orbit gas giants are rare. Therefore, in the quenched migration
scenario the fragmentation of massive discs into planetary mass
clumps must be very rare, in agreement with the results of Vigan
et al. (2017). In contrast, the lower panel of Fig. 8 shows that the
peak of the planet separation distribution is much closer to the star
for the supermigration model, it is still hard to detect these planets
with current DI surveys. The hatching of planetary mass clumps by
GI may therefore be more prevalent in the supermigration scenario,
as concluded by previous authors (Nayakshin 2017; Mu¨ller et al.
2018).
The two migration extremes differ not only in the separation
distribution of the survived planets but also in the mass function of
these planets at different separations. The quenched migration mass
function inside 20 au comprises of mostly ∼2–3MJ mass planets
whereas the mass function beyond 20 au is dominated by the most
massive planets. This is because only the low-mass planets are able
to migrate deep inside the disc in this scenario. The lack of planets
4The dependence on sample size is examined in Appendix B.
5While we do not use the exoplants.org data directly in this paper, these data
serve to indicate how far our synthetic planets need to migrate.
below 2MJ is due to these planets being tidally disrupted (recall that
these planets are below the contraction time curve in the left-hand
panel of Fig. 6). The corollary of this is that high-mass planets
are very rarely able to migrate deep into the disc in the quenched
migration model, and hence dominate the wide-orbit spectrum.
Supermigration has a qualitatively similar mass function with
separation, though planets are mostly clustered between 5 and 30
au. Massive (MP  4–6 MJ) gas giants dominate the mass function
beyond 20 au but are unable to efficiently migrate to smaller
separations. The minimum planet mass has now risen to 3–4MJ.
Less massive gas giants in this scenario migrate inwards too rapidly
and are tidally disrupted (being below the dashed curve in the right-
hand panel of Fig. 6). A more detailed examination of these mass
functions can be seen later in Fig. 10.
4.2 A brief observational summary
Recent observational results may allow us to better constrain GI
planet formation models, here we present a summary of the most
relevant findings.
(i) Cumming et al. (2008) used RV measurements to constrain
the occurrence rate of planets in the mass range 2–15 MJ inside of 5
au to be 4.2 per cent. This limits the number of GI planets that can
survive migration from wide separations inside 5 au.
(ii) Gas giants and brown dwarfs are very rare at wide separations.
Using DI, Vigan et al. (2017) found an occurrence rate of 2.1 per cent
for 0.5–75 MJ planets around FGK stars in the range 20–300
au.6 The only DI detection in the planetary regime at a wide
orbit around an FGK star is AB Pic, a 10–14 MJ object at 275
au (Chauvin et al. 2005; Bonnefoy et al. 2010). It is difficult to
interpret this as a primordial formation frequency for GI planets
however due to uncertainties in migration, gap opening, planet–
planet interactions, and gas accretion immediately after the disc
fragmentation phase. Furthermore, these limits assume wide-orbit
planets formed according to hot start models.
(iii) There is a growing evidence for a population of massive gas
giants and brown dwarfs at separations of less than a few au with
properties consistent with the GI formation mechanism. The mass
above which GI formation may dominate over formation via CA
is disputed, and may be as low as ∼1–2 MJ (Suzuki et al. 2018;
Maldonado et al. 2019) or as high as 4–10 MJ (Santos et al. 2017;
Schlaufman 2018). At higher masses, Troup et al. (2016) found no
correlation of brown dwarf occurrence rate with host star metallicity,
in contradiction to the predictions of CA models (Mordasini et al.
2012).
4.3 Models versus observations
A successful model needs to explain all three of the observational
issues noted in the previous section. We now argue that the
supermigration scenario comes closest in terms of reproducing the
populations inside 5 au and outside 20 au within our model, but
we caution that both migration regimes must be examined further
with physics not yet included in our models, such as gas and solid
accretion, and core formation inside the fragments.
In comparing our models to the DI constraints, we note that
the exact observational limits on our population synthesis results
6This result is also supported by the recent GPIES DI survey for their FGK
sample (Nielsen et al. 2019).
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Figure 8. Final probability distribution of the synthetic planets for the quenched (top) and supermigration (bottom) models (orange–red colour map). The
initial population of planets is indicated by the dark purple contour. Observed data for planets around stars of mass 0.7–1.4 M from exoplanets.org are plotted
in turquoise. The dashed cyan lines plot the 0.5, 5, and 50 per cent completeness limits of the NaCo-LP DI programme from Vigan et al. (2017) while the pink
point marks the DI detection of AB Pic. Planets that survive in the quenched model are mainly stranded at wide orbits. In the supermigration model, low-mass
planets are more likely to be tidally disrupted and planets tend to migrate much closer to the star. Additionally, the majority of supermigration planets are not
well sampled by the DI observations.
depend on a non-trivial modelling that takes into account obser-
vational biases for the specific synthetic distribution. In order to
take this into account in the best possible way, we adopted an
approach similar to the one described in Vigan et al. (2017) and used
the QMESS Monte Carlo simulation code (Bonavita, de Mooij &
Jayawardhana 2013) to couple the information on the detection
probability from the NaCo-LP extended survey (Vigan et al. 2017)
with the populations described in Section 4.1. QMESS applies a re-
scaling of the detection probability using the planet survival rates
from both our quenched and supermigration models, which allows
us to test the detectability of the planets in the synthetic populations,
given the sensitivity limits from the specific survey. Using the
method described by Lafrenie`re et al. (2007), we then calculated
the value of the frequency of systems that could undergo GI with
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Table 2. This table combines our quenched and supermigration models with
DI observational constraints from Vigan et al. (2017). Fbest is a percentage
for the number of systems that could have undergone one fragmentation
and still be consistent with the DI observations, Fmin and Fmax are the
corresponding 95 per cent confidence levels. The results are presented for
both flat and steep initial mass functions. We see that quenched migration
is consistent with GI occurring in only a few per cent of systems, while
supermigration allows GI to occur much more frequently. The sensitivity of
current DI surveys becomes increasingly poor below 10 MJ, an initial mass
function that peaks at around 1 or 2 MJ allows many more planets to ‘hide’
below this sensitivity limit.
MP Fbest [Fmin, Fmax]
(per cent) CL = 95 per cent
Quenched <12 MJ
N (MP) ∝ M0P 2.7 0.7, 14.7
N (MP) ∝ M−1.3P 3.3 0.8, 17.8
Super <12 MJ
N (MP) ∝ M0P 7.4 1.8, 40.1
N (MP) ∝ M−1.3P 33.0 7.2, 95.6
one fragment and still be consistent with the DI observations and
summarize this in Table 2. The large error bars on the frequency are
a consequence of the small number of DI detections. Only one target
in the sample considered by Vigan et al. (2017) has a companion
with mass lower than 12 MJ and separation between 20 and 300 au
[AB Pic, see Chauvin et al. (2005) and Bonnefoy et al. (2010) for
details]. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 8, the DI observations cover a
small portion of the parameter space populated by our GI models
and the only DI detection falls in a region where the survival rate
is low, especially in the case of the supermigration. This causes
the frequency posterior distribution to be biased towards higher
values, therefore the values of Fbest reported in Table 2 should be
interpreted as upper limits. Especially for the supermigration model,
the majority of the final population is hidden below the DI sensitivity
limits.
The solid lines in Fig. 9 show the percentage of planets in the
models from Fig. 8 that were either tidally disrupted (the first bin) or
survived at separations of 0–5, 5–20, and 20–300 au. For each solid
curve in Fig. 9 the sum of the four bins adds to 100 per cent. The
dashed curves are the same as the solid curves of the same colour,
but multiplied by the corresponding value of Fbest from Table 2.
The dashed curves have therefore been re-scaled to be consistent
with the DI observations. The shaded areas represent the 95 per cent
confidence intervals on these values; these are very wide due to the
low number of detections in the current DI surveys. In the left-hand
panel we show the results for an initial planet mass spectrum of
N (MP) ∝ M0P , while in the right-hand panel we show the values for
a spectrum N (MP) ∝ M−1.3P .
We have added two additional sets of observational constraints
to these figures. In the 20–300 au bin we mark the DI observational
constraints from Vigan et al. (2017), adjusted slightly for planets
in the mass range 1–12MJ. As described above, these constraints
coupled with the QUICK-MESS code gave us the Fbest values used
to plot the dashed shaded areas. We have also added observational
constraints in the 0–5 bin from the RV detections by the KECK
telescope (Cumming et al. 2008). These provide an indicator of
the number of gas giants in the mass ranges 2–12 and 4–12 at
separations less than 5 au.
First consider the left part of Fig. 9. We see that for a flat initial
mass spectrum the RV constraints on gas giants inside 5 au are well
fitted by the Fbest supermigration model. Supermigration is able to
explain the full population of super-Jupiter gas giants inside 5 au
while simultaneously being consistent with a lack of planets at wide
orbits. By comparison, for a flat initial mass spectrum quenched
migration can only explain around 10 per cent of the RV giants
below 5 au.
On the right-hand side we plot the results for a steeper planet
mass function. We chose the power −1.3 to be consistent with the
mass function found by Cumming et al. (2008) for giants inside 5
au. It is not clear that these two functions should be the same, but we
make this choice to avoid being arbitrary and also to demonstrate
the qualitative effect of a steep initial mass function. With the steep
mass function, the adjusted Fbest curves for both quenched and
supermigration population synthesis are consistent with the total
numbers of planets inside 5 au from RV measurements.
Figure 9. Final population predictions for the quenched (blue) and supermigration (yellow) models with 1000 runs for each planet mass in the range [1–12]
MJ. These plots also include observational constraints: in orange we show wide-orbit DI constraints recalculated for our mass ranges using the Vigan et al.
(2017) sample. In pink and purple we plot the detection statistics for 2–12 and 4–12 MJ planets inside 5 au from the KECK survey (Cumming et al. 2008).
The dashed lines show the Fbest frequencies that are consistent with the DI observations, as given in Table 2. The shaded area shows the 95 per cent confidence
levels. Different initial mass functions for the protoplanets are shown for N (MP) ∝ M0P (left) and N (MP) ∝ M−1.3P (right). Both supermigration models and
the quenched model with a steep initial mass function are consistent with explaining 100 per cent of 4–12 MJ planets inside 5 au.
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Figure 10. Final mass functions for the quenched (blue) and supermigration (yellow) models with 1000 runs for each planet mass in the range [1–12] MJ,
adjusted to the Fbest fit frequencies. The initial mass functions are N (MP) ∝ M0P (left) and N (MP) ∝ M−1.3P (right). The solid, dashed, and dotted lines show
the separation bins of 0–5, 5–20, and 20–300 au, respectively. The pink line plots the mass function inside 5 au from RV measurements from Cumming et al.
(2008). Looking at the solid lines, both supermigration models provide a good fit to the data above 4 MJ, while the quenched migration models underpredict
the number of planets inside 5 au by an order of magnitude.
4.4 A closer look at the planet mass functions
In the previous section we showed that both migration scenarios
can yield a reasonable explanation of the data in terms of the
RV and DI planet occurrence frequencies, in particular for the
steeper initial planet mass spectrum. In the final part of this analysis
we consider the planet mass function in different radial bins and
compare them to the Cumming et al. (2008) mass spectrum for
RV planets. Fig. 10 shows the mass function for the Fbest adjusted
quenched and supermigration models in each of the three separation
bins from the previous section: 0–5 (solid), 5–20 (dashed), and 20–
300 au (dotted). The left- and right-hand panels show the case for
our two choices of the initial mass function. On each figure we have
also plotted the Cumming et al. (2008) RV mass function for gas
giants inside 5 au.
Focusing on the solid curves, we see that the quenched migration
model deposits too few planets inside 5 au. The supermigration
model is much closer, but still slightly flatter than the Cumming
et al. (2008) spectrum. We emphasize that the quenched migration
result cannot be improved by re-scaling the curve up. This would
require more initial clumps and hence violate the DI constraints.
The right-hand panel of Fig. 10 shows that for the steeper initial
mass function we find another negative result for the quenched
migration, but a more promising one for the supermigration. While
the quenched migration model again massively underpredicts the
occurrence frequency of planets inside 5 au, the supermigration
model agrees well with the RV spectrum above 4 MJ, both in terms
of normalization and shape.
5 D ISCUSSION
5.1 Main results of the paper
Our study suggests that the survival of GI planets at all separations
depends strongly on their ability to open gaps before they reach ∼20
au. Protoplanets that do not open gaps are tidally destroyed: we saw
in Fig. 6 that the type I migration time-scale is always shorter than
the planet collapse time-scale. If a protoplanet manages to open a
gap, its migration slows down and it may have enough time to cool
and collapse into a dense post-collapse GI planet. This implies that
only GI planets that are able to open gaps in the disc outside of ∼20
au can survive tidal disruption. While the mechanics of the gap-
opening process itself is now relatively well understood (e.g. Malik
et al. 2015), what is appropriate for rapidly migrating giant planets
in massive discs is an open question since the exact parameters of
the discs at fragmentation remain poorly constrained (Kratter &
Lodato 2016). This is one of the main uncertainties of the GI theory
of planet formation.
In this paper we tried a different track in order to make progress.
By considering both the directly imaged wide-orbit constraints and
RV observations of massive gas giants at separations inside 5 au we
hoped to put some bounds on the efficiency of planet migration. We
studied two extreme cases for the gap-opening uncertainty that we
termed quenched and supermigration (Section 2.4). Gap opening
is efficient in quenched migration, protoplanets open gaps easily
and are frequently stranded in the outer disc. The inverse is true for
supermigration (see Section 3.3).
We used the QMESS (Bonavita et al. 2013) code to compute Fbest,
the planet occurrence rate at wide separations, for both models
under the constraints of the NaCo-LP DI survey (Vigan et al. 2017).
This analysis (Section 4.3 and Table 2) gives us Fbest occurrence fre-
quencies of 2.7 per cent and 3.3 per cent for quenched migration for
the initial mass functions dN/dMP ∝ M0P and dN/dMP ∝ M−1.3P ,
respectively. The latter mass function corresponds to the one derived
by Cumming et al. (2008) for RV gas giants. Our results for the
quenched migration models are comparable to those of Vigan
et al. (2017) who found that GI only occurred in 1–8.6 per cent
of systems. This is to be expected since the gap-opening criteria
of the underlying population synthesis for quenched migration is
similar to those used by Vigan et al. (2017). For the supermigration
scenario, we derived values of 7.4 per cent and 33.0 per cent for Fbest
for the flat and the steep initial mass functions, respectively. These
values are higher than Fbest for the quenched migration population
since supermigration transfers wide-orbit protoplanets into the inner
disc more efficiently, and also destroys them by tidal disruption
more often. However, due to the lack of DI detections in the wide-
orbit gas giant parameter space, it is very hard to constrain these
values. In fact, the upper 95 per cent confidence limits for the two
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quenched migration models are 14.7 per cent and 17.8 per cent,
rising to 40.1 per cent and even 95.6 per cent for supermigration.
Future models will need to explore the mass parameter space in
a continuous way from Jupiter through to stellar mass in order to
properly use the full set of DI observations.
Using the Fbest DI constraints we demonstrated in Fig. 9 that
supermigration models are able to simultaneously explain both the
small wide-orbit population and the larger population of gas giants
inside 5 au found via RV surveys for both the flat and the steep
initial protoplanet mass functions. By comparison, the quenched
migration model underpredicted the number of planets inside 5
au (although less strongly for the steep mass function). Fig. 10
shows the mass function of each model. The supermigration models
provide reasonable fits to the mass function for 4–12 MJ planets
while the quenched migration models massively underpredict the
number of planets above 4 MJ by over an order of magnitude.
The tidal disruption of low-mass planets provides an interesting
prediction: only GI planets more massive than ∼2–4 MJ are able to
cool and collapse fast enough to avoid tidal disruption, regardless
of the minimum mass for protoplanets born at very wide orbits.
Our results are significant with respect to the turnover in the
correlation of host star metallicity with gas giant frequency in the
range 2–10 MJ (Santos et al. 2017; Narang et al. 2018; Schlaufman
2018; Adibekyan 2019; Maldonado et al. 2019). These observations
suggest that planet formation is dominated by GI above this critical
mass, since CA models predict a strengthening of the metallicity
relation for massive gas giants and brown dwarfs (Mordasini
et al. 2012). This is a severe problem for our quenched migration
models since they fail to produce enough planets inside 5 au while
simultaneously obeying the DI constraints. As seen in Fig. 10,
quenched migration models underpredict the occurrence rate of
4 MJ gas giants inside 5 au by an order of magnitude, rising
to two orders of magnitude for 10 MJ giants. We find that the
quenched migration model of GI with a low occurrence frequency
is incompatible with explaining the population of massive gas giants
inside 5 au, and therefore cannot explain the turnover in metallicity
correlation.
We find no correlation between the planet survival frequency
and host star metallicity in the quenched migration model. This is
in agreement with Santos et al. (2017) who found no correlation
of gas giant frequency with host star metallicity for planets more
massive than 4 MJ. In the supermigration model, we see a negative
correlation of planet frequency with host metallicity (Fig. 7), as
predicted by Helled & Bodenheimer (2011). There is approximately
a factor two reduction in the planet occurrence rate for a factor four
increase in host star metal abundance for a flat initial mass spectrum.
In observational terms this is rather a weak correlation, especially
compared to the strong Fischer & Valenti (2005) correlation for less
massive gas giants which goes as N(MP) ∝ 102[M/H]. These results
therefore update the Helled & Bodenheimer (2011) prediction:
the occurrence rate of GI planets will only negatively correlate
with host star metallicity if the migration time-scale is comparable
to the protoplanet cooling time-scale. However, it is probably a
mistake to infer too much from these correlations. In this study
we have assumed that protoplanets have a fixed metallicity and
neglected the effects of heavy-element accretion and core formation.
We know that if ∼1 per cent of the disc mass is in the form of
planetesimals/pebbles then the metallic composition of wide-orbit
gas giants can be enhanced considerably by planetesimal and/or
pebble accretion (Helled et al. 2006, 2008; Humphries & Nayakshin
2018). How these pebbles affect the metallicity correlations will be
a subject for future studies.
Based on these results, we suggest that rapid inward migration
of protoplanets born in the outer disc must be a significant part of
the reason why wide-orbit gas giants are so rare. If all massive
gas giants above a few MJ inside 5 au are formed by GI (as
suggested by metallicity correlations), then our best-fitting scenario
is a supermigration model with a steep initial mass function in which
GI protoplanets form in at least tens of per cent of systems. Reducing
this fraction means that our models underpredict the occurrence rate
of sub 5 au massive gas giants (as seen in Fig. 10).
Further observations are necessary in order to better constrain the
turnover mass for gas giant metallicity correlations, but if GI gas
giants contribute significantly to this population then we have shown
that protoplanet formation via GI must occur more frequently than
previously thought.
There remains a number of physical processes to be included in
future work (see the following section), all of which are likely to
increase this estimate further since they act to transform protoplanets
of a few Jupiter mass into something else (e.g. a sub-Neptune planet
or a stellar mass companion).
5.2 Missing physics
5.2.1 Gas accretion on to clumps
Gas accretion rates on to protoplanets depend heavily on the cooling
rate of the local disc gas (Nayakshin 2017; Humphries & Nayakshin
2018). Essentially, gas must be able to cool faster than it is swept
through the Hill sphere of the planet by the Keplerian shear in
the disc. Gas accretion rates are therefore highly dependent on the
opacity of accreted gas, which is set by its dust content. We can
see from Figs 2 and 3 that more massive protoplanets cool faster
due to their higher luminosities. Shorter cooling time-scales imply
that they can accrete gas from the disc and grow in mass at a higher
rate. This may propel them into the brown dwarf mass regime and
beyond.
It is possible that including gas accretion could relieve the issue
that both models have with an overabundance of gas giants above
∼10MJ; stretching the high-mass population to larger masses may
remove the apparent bias towards higher mass planets. This would
act in a degenerate way with steepening the initial mass function
for fragmentation. GI has often been invoked as a mechanism for
forming brown dwarfs (Kratter et al. 2010; Moe et al. 2019; Sta-
matellos & Inutsuka 2018) though this has not yet been implemented
in a universal population synthesis model. These planets would need
to undergo a runaway accretion phase since we know the occurrence
rate of 2–75MJ objects is rare at wide separations (Vigan et al. 2017).
Gas accretion would need to propel these objects into the companion
mass regime where there is a peak at 200 MJ at 40 au (Duquennoy &
Mayor 1991; Raghavan et al. 2010). Investigating gas accretion is
very important since it will allow us to connect more closely with
the DI observational constraints.
5.2.2 Heavy-element accretion, core formation, and
opacity/metallicity scaling
In this work we have also neglected the role of planetesimal
and/or pebble accretion and core formation on the evolution of
GI protoplanets. From the results and discussion in this paper so
far we have seen that in this limit GI can occur only rarely in real
systems. However, if dust grains can grow to mm sizes during the
self-gravity phase of young discs then we need to account for these
additional processes.
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In brief, both planetesimal and pebble capture by GI fragments
is very efficient, provided mm pebbles exist in the disc at 104–105
yr (Helled et al. 2006, 2008; Boley 2009; Humphries & Nayakshin
2018). Once captured, small grains may grow and rapidly sediment
to form a core (Helled & Schubert 2008; Helled et al. 2008). The
outcome is then uncertain. Grains also increase the opacity of frag-
ments, increasing their collapse time. However, they also increase
the fragment density which may in fact shorten their collapse time
due to the impact it has on the hydrostatic equilibrium of the proto-
planet. The interested reader should consult Nayakshin & Fletcher
(2015) for an analytical understanding of how these processes may
affect the planet formation process in GI. Additionally, liberated
gravitational potential energy during core formation may act to
expand and prematurely disrupt fragments. This has been found
analytically in Nayakshin (2016) and demonstrated in 3D simu-
lations (Humphries & Nayakshin 2018). We leave more detailed
study on the effects of pebble and planetesimal accretion and core
formation to future work with the expectation that it may be crucial
in determining the expected outcomes of the GI theory (Helled et al.
2014).
Finally, in this work we assumed that the metallicity of the
protoplanets scales with the assumed metallicity. In that case,
more metal-rich objects have longer contraction time-scales as
their radiative cooling is inefficient. This trend, however, could
reverse if grain growth and settling are included since this effect
can significantly decrease the atmospheric opacity, and in that case
all metallicities can lead to relatively short contraction time-scales
(Helled & Bodenheimer 2011). It is therefore desirable to investigate
in future studies the relation between planetary metallicity and
(grain) opacity, as well as the relation between planetary and stellar
metallicity.
5.2.3 Core accretion planets
In this paper we have made the commonly adopted assumption
that all wide separation giant planets are formed via GI. How-
ever, the CA scenario may also produce wide-separation gas
giants by e.g. planet–planet scattering of smaller (sub ten au)
separation planets on to larger orbits (Marleau et al. 2019). If
these planets evolve according to ‘cold start’ models (Marley
et al. 2007), they are unlikely to be observed by the current
generation of DI surveys and therefore will have no impact on our
analysis.
Recent comparisons of the luminosity of giant planets with sets
of evolutionary tracks or formation models (e.g. (Janson et al.
2011; Bonnefoy et al. 2013) tend to show that they do not appear
to be compatible with very low initial entropy cold start models
but instead with intermediate or high initial entropy warm and
hot start models. This has been further confirmed by the latest
dynamical constraints for the masses of directly imaged companions
(Calissendorff & Janson 2018; Rodet et al. 2018; Snellen & Brown
2018; Flagg et al. 2019).
In fact, in both formation scenarios the primordial entropy
(cold/warm/hot start) of the planets remains uncertain. Various
studies have showed that even CA planets may ‘warm start’
(Mordasini 2013; Berardo, Cumming & Marleau 2017; Cumming,
Helled & Venturini 2018) while GI planets may have different
primordial states when accounting for more complex physics such
as core formation, accretion, rotation, opacity evolution, etc. In this
current literature, both formation models may lead to a range of
luminosities, and this topic should be investigated in more detail in
order to allow a more complete interpretation of DI surveys.7
6 C O N C L U S I O N S
In this work we investigated a fixed planet mass population synthesis
model for protoplanets born through GI, coupled with state-of-the-
art pre-collapse protoplanet evolution calculations. We found that
the survival of GI planets is highly dependent on their ability to
open gaps in the disc outside of ∼20 au. Without gap opening,
migration is always faster than the protoplanet collapse time-scale
and so protoplanets will be tidally disrupted. Due to the balance
of migration and collapse times we found that the minimum planet
mass able to survive tidal disruption was ∼3 MJ. It is therefore very
important that future studies of GI consider the time-scale on which
GI protoplanets collapse to become the compact planets that are
observed at late times.
We also compared our results to observations: DI constraints
on the frequency of wide-orbit companions (Vigan et al. 2017),
RV constraints on gas giants inside 5 au (Cumming et al. 2008),
and correlations with host metallicity from Fischer & Valenti
(2005), Santos et al. (2017), and Schlaufman (2018). To assess
the implications of these constraints we tested two extreme models
for gap opening that we named quenched and supermigration.
(i) In the quenched migration model, planets efficiently open
gaps and so are typically stranded in the outer disc. This violates
the DI constraints for gas giants beyond ∼20 au (Vigan et al. 2017).
In order to obey this constraint, GI can only happen in a few per cent
of systems, depending on the initial protoplanet mass function. In
this case, the quenched migration model can only form planets in the
range 0–5 au in less than 1 per cent of systems, more than a factor
10 lower than the observed number. Therefore, under quenched
migration GI planets may only provide a small contaminant to the
population inside 5 au. We found no correlation between the survival
of planets and stellar metallicity for this model, in agreement with
observations (Santos et al. 2017; Schlaufman 2018).
(ii) For supermigration, only a small percentage of planets are
left at wide orbits which satisfies the DI constraint. In this case up
to several tens of per cent of systems can host a GI protoplanet,
depending on the steepness of the initial mass function. Super-
migration provides a very good fit to the occurrence frequency
of planets inside 5 au and even provides a good match to the
respective mass function at this separation. This model reproduces
the prediction by Helled & Bodenheimer (2011) that there should be
a negative correlation between planet survival frequency and host
star metallicity for GI planets, assuming that opacity correlates with
metallicity, although the correlation is weak.
Quenched migration cannot simultaneously explain the dearth
of planets at wide orbits and also the population of massive
gas giants inside 5 au. This is a problem since the change in
metallicity correlation for gas giants in the range 2–10 MJ implies
that these objects may well have formed via GI (Santos et al.
2017; Schlaufman 2018; Maldonado et al. 2019). By comparison,
supermigration can consistently explain both the lack of planets
at wide orbits as well as the number and mass spectrum of giants
inside 5 au. If the super-Jupiter gas giant population inside 5 au is
7However, for the NaCo-LP survey data that we use in this paper many
stars are over 108 yr old, by which point most evolutionary models have
converged anyway.
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dominated by GI planets then migration from the outer disc must be
very efficient (see Fig. 8 for an overview of the final populations)
and protoplanet formation via GI may well occur in at least tens
of per cent of systems.
This study should be considered as an additional step in the
journey towards understanding planet formation in the GI scenario.
In future studies, we hope to include the additional physical
processes of gas and solid accretion as well as core formation and
feedback in order to explore how they change the characteristics of
the final planetary population.
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APPENDIX A : STEEPER INITIAL MASS
F U N C T I O N S
In this section we present Fig. A1, a version of Fig. 8, for the steeper
initial mass function of N (MP) ∝ M−1.3P . This initial mass function
has reduced the number of high-mass planets in each model. The
sensitivity of current DI surveys becomes increasingly poor below
10 MJ, an initial mass function that peaks at around 1 or 2 MJ allows
many more planets to ‘hide’ below this sensitivity limit.
Figure A1. Identical to Fig. 8 but for a steeper initial mass function of N (MP) ∝ M−1.3P . Notice that the number of massive planets has been reduced, moving
the majority of the population into the poor sensitivity region of DI surveys.
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE SIZE:
KO L M O G O ROV – S M I R N OV T E S T
When conducting population synthesis research, it is important to
take a large enough sample such that the entire parameter space
is well sampled. In Fig. 8 we chose 10 000 runs for each planet
mass, giving us 120 000 sets of randomly selected disc parameters
in total. In this appendix we outline the results of a two-dimensional,
two-sample, Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test to check that 120 000
is a sufficiently large sample size. We use an adaption of the test
outlined in Press et al. (2007) by Fasano & Franceschini (1987) to
calculate this statistic.
The test will reject the null hypothesis that two samples were
drawn from the same distribution if the final p value is less than the
chosen significance value (for instance, α = 0.01). Additionally,
approximations in this numerical algorithm mean that p values
larger than 0.2 are inaccurate, but in any case such large p values
indicate that the two populations are identical.
By comparing two randomly chosen parameter sets for the
N = 120 000 models, we obtained p values of 0.69 and 0.8 for
the quenched and supermigration cases. These large KS p values
indicate that these populations are identical, there are no hidden
islands of parameter space left unexplored. This is a reasonable
conclusion due to the simplicity of our models and the degenerate
affects of each parameter on the final outcome.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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